
29 December, 2008 

To: 
Mr. Wayne Yoshioka 
Director Department of Transportation Services 
City and County of Honolulu 
650 South King St. 3rd Floor 
Honolulu 
HI 96813 
FAX: (808) 587-6080 

Subject: Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) "Honolulu High-capacity transit 
corridor Project", Issue : The DEIS must expand Mass transit alternatives for evaluation as required 
by law 

Discussion: The Alternative Analysis and DEIS failed to provide "... an assessment of a wide range of 
public transportation alternatives ..." and/or "... sufficient information to enable the Secretary to make 
the findings of project justification ..." as required by statute. 

Furthermore, the City, Parsons Brinkerhoff (PB) and the Federal Transit Authority failed to "Rigorously 
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives," and "Devote substantial treatment to each 
alternative considered in detail including the proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their 
comparative merits," as required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Sec. 1502.14. 

For example, the Managed Lane Alternative (MLA) in the Alternative Analysis (AA) established a 
capital cost estimate for 11 mile MLA two-lane reversible highway from Waikele to Iwilei at $2.57 
Billion or $233 million per mile.  The 2006 AA did not consider the fact that the Tampa three-lane, 10 
mile, elevated expressway was built for $420 million or $42 million per mile.  See Tampa 
http://www.to11roadsnews.com/node/172 .  Had the city AA PB consultant reviewed the Tampa 
Reversible Expressway actual construction cost, the AA would have assigned a Capital cost 
estimate for the two-lane MLA at no more than $80 million per mile instead of $233 million per 
mile. 

There are alternatives other than fixed guideway which the AA should have considered knowing 
that Mayor Mufi Hannemann have, for over two years, insisted that the people of West Oahu 
wanted traffic congestion on H-1 be solved and they wanted a solution NOW! The PB consultants 
should have identified the congestion problem from West and Central Oahu to be the two major 
"H-1 bottlenecks" which are at the H-1/H-2 merge and at the Middle Street merge. The PB 
consultants should then have identified transit alternatives to eliminate the two bottlenecks. 
Instead, PB proceeded to support the more expensive $6.0 + rail transit as the most cost effective 
transit solution. The final PB prepared AA indicates that the $6.+ Billion rail transit WORSENS 
the congestion at the two bottlenecks as shown on AA table 3-12 which shows that traffic 
OVERLOAD on H-1 after rail is built will increase from 1,500 vehicles per hour overload to 8,000 
vph overload! 

PB, with their expertise, should have had the ability to know that the first low-cost alternative to 
eliminate the H-1 bottlenecks is to build a three-lane, three-mile elevated reversible "Nimitz HOV 
Flyover" from the Airport Viaduct/Keehi Lagoon Drive to downtown Hotel Street and Alakea 
Street. This Nimitz flyover will easily eliminate the Middle Street bottleneck for less than $300 
million, details can be found in a 2008 study www.eng.hawaii.edui—panos/UHCS.pdf.  
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Furthermore, this project is identified as State Project as Number 52 in the Oahu Regional 
Transportation Plan (ORTP 2030) and a Final EIS was approved during the Ben Cayetano 
Administration. 

PB could have also easily identified that a similar "Kamehameha Flyover", a 4-mile, three-lane 
elevated reversible HOV over Kamehameha Hwy median between the H-1/H-2 merge and the 
Airport Viaduct east of Aloha Stadium. This Kamehameha Flyover has the capacity to eliminate 
the H-1/H-2 traffic bottleneck because it would have 3 lanes of one-way HOV traffic during peak 
period. The capacity evaluation for the Kam flyover follows: 

Numbers from Table 3-12 of city 2006 Nov Alternative Analysis ($10 million report): 
Rail only: capacity = 6000 commuters per peak hour (equivalent 5000 vehicles per peak hour.) 
H-1 only: rated capacity = 9,500 vehicles per hour (equivalent 15,400 commuters per hour 
H-1 forecast yr 2030 traffic load = 17,500 vehicles per hour per City AA Table 3-12 (or 8,000 vph 
overload = 9,600 commuters per hour) 

Managed Lane three-Lane HOV Reversible Kamehameha Flyover: capacity = 6,000 high occupancy 
vehicles per hour (equivalent 21,600 commuters per hour). Capacity based on HOV use on Kamehameha 
Flyover by 200 express buses per peak hour, car pools, van pools, green cars and HOV2. (50 pns per 
express bus and 5800 vph at avge 2 pns per vehicle). 

Year 2030 commuter load by City AA Report = Rail (6000) + H-1 overload (9,600) + H-1 capacity 
(15,400) = 31,000 commuters. 

2030 Load = 31,000 commuters per hour 
Rail + H-1 = 21,400 commuters per hour 
Managed Lane HOV + H-1 = 37,000 commuters per hour 

Conclusion: Rail does not have sufficient commuter capacity which will cause 9,600 commuters to be 
stuck in gridlock on H-1 or stuck at rail stations (especially at stations between Waipahu and Kalihi). 
Managed Lane HOV Alternative will eliminate congestion and bottlenecks on H-1. 

The PB consultants should have been aware of the 10 mile Tampa three lane elevated, reversible 
expressway which was built and completed in year 2005 for $420 million or $42 million per mile!  If the 
PB consultants applied a 100 percent escalation and geographic cost factor and increase the cost to $80 
million per mile for the MLA evaluated in the Alternative Analysis, the cost for the 4 mile long 
Kamehameha Flyover (MLA reversible three lane) and 3 mile Nimitz Flyover (MLA reversible 
three lane) would have cost of $320 million and $240 million respectively, much lower than the 
$2.57 Billion assigned to the MLA alternative in the AA. 

Conclusion: 

The Alternative analysis is wrong in excluding the MLA for further consideration, due to capital cost 
issues, as a viable alternative for mass transit for the West Oahu Corridor. 

Recommendation: 
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The DEIS must reinstate the MLA Alternative which is an 11 mile, three-lane elevated HOV transitway 
from the H-1/H-2 merge to Hotel Street and Alakea Street/Halekauwila Street as described in 
www.eng.hawaii.edui—panos/UHCS.pdf.  The Managed Lane alternative should be considered as 
two options: HOT Lane and as a HOV hwy limited to HOV vehicles and "green cars — hybrid or 
electric vehicles". 

Respectfully, 

Ben Ramelb P.E. 
1148 Ala Lilikoi St. 
Honolulu HI 96818 

Copy to: 
1) Mr. Ted Matley 
FTA Region IX 
201 Mission St. Suite 1650 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
FAX 415-744-2726 

2) Governor Linda Lingle 
Hawaii State Capitol 
415 S Beretania St. 5th Floor 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
FAX (808) 586-0006 

3) Honolulu City Council Members 
FAX (808) 867-5011 
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